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EMGOLD OUTLINES GOLD SOIL ANOMALY
ADJACENT TO SULTAN’S KENA GOLD PROPERTY
Emgold Mining Corporation (EMR-cdnx) is pleased to report that it has outlined a new gold soil
geochemistry anomaly on its Stewart Property, near Ymir in southeastern British Columbia. The
Stewart property consists of 82 mineral claims located near the large Gold Mountain gold porphyry
discovery on the Kena property held by Sultan Minerals Inc.
During the recently completed exploration program four areas were geochemically sampled: the
North Gold Zone, the Silver King Porphyry Zone, the QFP Stockwork Zone, and the Arrow
Tungsten Zone. Results have been obtained from the Silver King Porphyry Zone and show good
gold soil values within this favourable intrusive unit (see attached map).
The Silver King Porphyry Zone lies near the eastern margin of the Stewart Property and is adjacent
to Sultan’s Kena Property. A favourable intrusive unit (the mid Jurassic Silver King intrusive)
trends throughout Sultan’s large property and crosses the property border onto the Stewart Property.
On the Kena Property, recent results by Sultan have shown that the Silver King intrusive hosts wide
zones of gold mineralization (see News Releases for Sultan Minerals Inc. dated June 29 and July
17, 2001).
The attached figure shows two lobes of Silver King Intrusive located on either side of Highway 6.
The western lobe shows scattered high gold soil geochemical values (up to 313 ppb gold) and the
eastern lobe shows an anomalous gold area of about 800 metres by 450 metres in size (with
maximum gold soil values of 284 ppb). Prospecting and rock chip sampling over these anomalies
is needed to fully assess their potential.
Soil sample results for the other three areas sampled during the current program are currently being
finalized and results are pending.
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